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About the Book

The Promised Landing: A Gateway to Peaceful Dying provides 
a new context for understanding our dying experiences as 
shaped by western culture. Learn to identify and distin-
guish between the various dying situations that frame our 
journey toward, or away from, the peaceful demise we want 
for ourselves and our loved ones. Participate in a personal 
(or group) guided recitation, traveling to every way station 
and destination throughout our dying territory—engaging 
your heart and soul, where resolve for fulfilling our promises 
takes root. Then, examine a related set of everyday personal 
and systemic obstacles to peaceful dying in order to better 
forecast their impact and adjust glide paths while time yet 
remains to die in peace, and at peace.

 
About the Author

Since his parents’ hospitalized demises in 2004 and 2005, Bart 
Windrum has developed a unique and incisive end-of-life 
lexicon. Bart is an accomplished conference and TEDx speak-
er. The Promised Landing is Bart’s third book and the second 
on managing the end of life. Bart lives in Boulder, Colorado.
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